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After local city elections in 2013 and 2014, large random samples of likely voters—totaling 
almost five thousand respondents, more than half of whom voted in cities using ranked 
choice voting (RCV)—were surveyed about their perceptions and experiences of the recent 
local campaign and election. The results of the survey show clearly that RCV is associated 
with a more civil campaign style among candidates, less campaign negativity and greater 
voter satisfaction with candidate conduct.  

Introduction: Surveying Likely Voter Opinion on Ranked Choice Voting 
Ranked choice voting (RCV), a voting system in which voters rank candidates in order of preference, is used 

to conduct municipal elections in more than 10 cities across the United States, including San Francisco, 

Oakland, Berkeley and San Leandro in California, Minneapolis and St. Paul in Minnesota and Cambridge in 

Massachusetts. Cambridge has used RCV continuously in multi-winner elections since 1941. San Francisco 

switched to RCV by a charter amendment in 2002, held its first RCV elections in 2004, and has held at least 

one RCV election annually since. More than a dozen American cities have since opted to adopt ranked 

choice voting to elect their city officials, and it is used by millions of voters overseas in national elections 

(eg. Australia, Ireland and Malta) and major city elections (eg. London, United Kingdom).   

In theory, the adoption of RCV ought to mitigate some of the negative effects on campaign tone and civic 

discourse that are seen more frequently in an increasingly polarized electorate. When voters can only 

indicate support for one candidate, candidates have no incentive to reach out to voters who favor their 

opponents. Further, candidates can actually benefit by campaigning negatively against opponents to 

depress the turnout of their opponents’ supporters. RCV offers incentives for candidates to campaign 

positively and cordially, since each vote is not an “all or nothing” battle—candidates can appeal to strong 

supporters of other candidates, in the hopes of being those voters’ second or third choices.  Scholarly 

writing about RCV based on international experience supports this notion.2  

With RCV, candidates often need a combination of first choice rankings as well as some lower rankings in 

order to win elections. For example, Minneapolis mayor Betsy Hodges received a third of voters’ first 

choices when she won the 2013 mayoral election. After counting finished, she was elected mayor with a 

majority in the final round and having been ranked first, second or third by over 60% of voters.  Those 

numbers help explain her observation at a September 2014 meeting that ranked choice voting:  

is an incredibly valuable thing to do… because you get to have the conversations that you otherwise 
would really not be having because they wouldn’t be worth your time as a candidate, and it wouldn’t be 
worth the time of the voter to have that conversation because their mind would have been made up.”3 

                                                                   
1 Grace Ramsey is the Ranked Choice Voting Organizer at FairVote; Sarah John in a 2014-2015 Research Fellow at FairVote. 
Thanks go to Professors Caroline J. Tolbert (University of Iowa), Todd Donovan (Western Washington University), the 
Rutgers-Eagleton Poll and Kellen Gracey of the University of Iowa for developing, conducting and analyzing the two 
surveys reported on in this paper. Thanks also to the Democracy Fund for supporting this work.  
2 Benjamin Reilly (2004) The Global Spread of Preferential Voting: Australian Institutional Imperialism? Vol 39(2) Australian 
Journal of Political Science pp. 253-266; Donald L. Horowitz (2003) Electoral Systems: A Primer for Decision Makers. Vol 14(4) 
Journal of Democracy pp. 115-127. 
3 Betsy Hodges speaking in September 2014 to a private event. Footage: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vSGEcCqoR70. 
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Similarly, in 2014, Libby Schaaf received 29.5% of the first round votes and was elected mayor of Oakland 

having been ranked first, second or third by 56.5% of voters. Candidates who can only mobilize a narrow 

and extreme base using appeals to zealous ideology or vituperous language are unlikely to win many 

second and third choices and, therefore, unlikely to win in competitive races.  

Candidates are often aware of the different incentives under RCV. Mike Brennan, who was elected mayor 

of Portland (ME) with RCV in a large field in 2011, is an experienced campaigner who had served as state 

senate president and run for Congress before he ran for mayor. Brennan spoke about his understanding of 

RCV in detail in a 2013 interview: 

There are two or three major differences [campaigning under RCV]. The first one being that with ranked 
choice voting you are very careful about negative campaigning. Because you’re not only trying to get a 
number one vote, you’re trying to get a number two vote or a number three vote. So you don’t spend 
a whole lot of time saying things about your opponent that might be construed as being negative 
because whomever votes for them as number one might vote for you as number two. So I think that 
one of the single and biggest advantages to ranked choice voting was the fact that it really cuts down 
on negative campaigning. 

The second major feature of it for me was the fact that I really ended up focusing on all Portland voters 
as opposed to just looking at targeted voters. In almost every other campaign you sit down and you say 
Ok, I need 28% to win or 32% to win or I need 35% of the vote to win and you target voters to get you that 
percentage that’s going to allow you to win. 

In other campaigns if somebody had a lawn sign of your opponent on the lawn you walked by. In this 
case you stopped and still talked to them because you say “Will you put up a lawn sign for me and vote 
for me second?” Now that’s pretty unheard of in most elections, that somebody would have multiple 
lawn signs on their front lawn. If I were running as I have in other partisan elections, you would only 
knock on Democrat’s doors, or Democrats and Independents. In this case, the only targeting that I did 
were people that were registered voters. So I didn’t care if they were Democrats, Republicans, or 
Independents but generally speaking you really tried to reach out as much as you possibly could to 
people that were registered voters. 4  

Anecdotal evidence aside, before 2013 existing empirical evidence of the effects of RCV on campaign tone 

was scant. Denise Robb’s 2011 Ph.D. dissertation exploring the tone of campaign mailers in San Francisco 

formed the largest scholarly contribution.5 Now, as the experience of voters, candidates and electoral 

administrators with RCV mounts, FairVote and a team of academic researchers6 are studying whether 

changing from winner-take-all to ranked choice voting elections encourages the development of a more 

positive campaign dialogue and more civil politics. 

To explore the experiences of voters with RCV elections in the United States, the Eagleton Poll at Rutgers 

University has conducted two polls—one in 2013 and another in 2014—that explore voter perceptions of 

local election campaigns. As part of a broader project, funded by the Democracy Fund, these surveys were 

designed and analyzed by Professors Caroline J. Tolbert (University of Iowa) and Todd Donovan (Western 

Washington University). Each asked a random sample of more than 2,400 likely voters, 7  about their 

                                                                   
4 Mayor Mike Brennan speaking in August 2013. Footage: http://fairvoteaction.org/fairvote-voices-mayor-mike-brennan/. 
5 Robb, Denise Munro. 2011. “The Effect of Instant Runoff Voting on Democracy”. Ph.D. Dissertation, Political Science, 
University of California, Irvine.   
6 Professors Caroline J. Tolbert (University of Iowa), Todd Donovan (Western Washington University), David Kimball 
(University of Missouri-St. Louis) and Martha Kropf (University of North Carolina at Charlotte). 
7 Likely voters are defined as currently registered voters who, when asked, expressed interest in local affairs.  
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perceptions of candidate conduct and campaign tone and their understanding of ballot instructions and 

voting systems. In 2013, likely voters in the three cities that held RCV elections (Minneapolis and St. Paul, 

Minnesota and Cambridge, Massachusetts) were surveyed, as were likely voters in seven control cities, 

which held local elections in November 2013 and had similar demographics to a matched RCV city, in the 

Midwest and Massachusetts. In 2014, the four cities that held RCV elections, and the seven selected control 

cities holding plurality elections, were in California. RCV cities and their respective control cities are listed 

below in Table A1 (in the Appendix). The great majority of respondents had voted in their local election that 

year. The surveys were conducted in English and Spanish and on cell and landline telephones. 8  

Key Findings about Candidate Campaigning from the Two Likely Voter Surveys on Ranked Choice Voting 

Both surveys found clear differences between the experiences of likely voters in local elections conducted 

using RCV and those conducted using plurality (winner-take-all) voting. Likely voters in cities that used RCV 

to elect their local office holders perceived less candidate criticism and negative campaigning and reported 

higher levels of satisfaction with the conduct of candidates for local office. These findings add weight to 

claims that RCV may mitigate the negative effects of increasing polarization among voters by encouraging 

candidates to reach out to a broader range of likely voters.  

Candidate Criticism 

Likely voters in cities using RCV were less likely to 

report that their city’s candidates for local offices 

spent “a great deal” of time criticizing opponents 

than were likely voters in plurality cities. In the 

2014 survey of California cities, 28% of RCV city 

respondents reported candidates criticized each 

other a great deal compared to 36% of non-RCV 

city respondents. In the 2013 survey of Midwest 

and East Coast cities, the difference was even more stark: just 5% of RCV city respondents reported 

candidates criticized each other a great deal while 25% of plurality city respondents (Table 1).  

Negative Campaigning 

More respondents in cities using RCV 

reported a reduction in the negativity of 

campaigns than in cities that did not use RCV. 

In the 2014 California survey, 18% of RCV city 

respondents perceived the 2014 campaign as 

less negative than recent local campaigns 

compared to 13% of respondents in non-RCV 

cities. In the 2013 survey, 42% of RCV city 

respondents perceived less negativity in the 

2013 campaign than in previous recent local 

                                                                   
8 For more information visit FairVote’s Ranked Choice Voting and Civility page at http://www.fairvote.org/research-and-
analysis/local-elections-2/ranked-choice-voting-civility-project. 

Table 1: Candidates Criticizing Each Other 

 Year 
Plurality 
Cities (%) 

RCV 
Cities (%) Difference 

A great deal of time 2013  25.3  5.2  - 19.9 

 2014 35.5 27.9  -7.6 

Some of the time 2013  34.7 23.7  - 11.0 

 2014 35.0 34.5 -0.5 

Not too much 2013  27.6 45.3 + 17.7 

 2014 22.9 25.0 +2.1 

Not at all 2013  12.4 35.7 + 23.3 

 2014 6.6 12.6 +6.0 

 

Table 2: Perceived Negativity in Campaigns 

 Year 
Plurality 
Cities (%) 

RCV 
Cities (%) Difference 

A lot more negative 2013  9.5  1.6 -7.8 

 2014 14.4 9.3 5.1 

A little more negative 2013  4.7 2.3 - 2.4 

 2014 8.1 7.5 -0.6 

About the same 2013  58.0 53.8 - 4.2 

 2014 64.9 65.6 +0.7 

A little less negative 2013  12.9 15.0 + 2.1 

 2014 6.6 10.7 +4.1 

A lot less negative 2013  14.9 27.2 + 12.3 

 2014 5.9 6.9 +1.0 

 

http://www.fairvote.org/research-and-analysis/local-elections-2/ranked-choice-voting-civility-project
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campaigns. Only 28% of respondents in plurality cities perceived less negativity in the 2013 campaign 

(Table 2).  

Satisfaction with the Local Campaign 

In 2014, likely voters in RCV cities 

were more likely to be satisfied 

with the conduct of most 

candidates’ campaigns than were 

likely voters in non-RCV cites. Half 

(50%) in RCV cities were satisfied, 

compared to 46% in plurality cities 

(46%). In 2013, respondents overall were much more satisfied with candidate campaigns.  Similarly, in 2013, 

52% of likely voters in RCV cities reported being satisfied with candidates’ campaigns, compared to 44% in 

plurality cities (Table 3).  

In addition to experiencing less negativity 

and criticism that likely voters in plurality 

cities, likely voters in RCV cities were more 

likely to report that they had been 

approached by a candidate for local office or 

their campaign in person.  In RCV cities, a 

third (33.2%) reported being contacted in 

person, compared to 29.7% of respondents in 

plurality cities (Table 4). While this difference is small, it may provide further evidence that candidates are 

responding to the incentives offered by RCV to seek to be the first, second or third choice of a broad range 

of voters by reaching out directly to likely voters.  

Taken together, these results show that likely voters in RCV cities perceive a different—and less polarized—

local political scene than do likely voters in plurality systems. Perhaps not surprisingly, in both 2013 and 

2014, a majority of respondents in cities using RCV supported their voting system. In 2013, 62% of likely 

voters with an opinion in Minneapolis, St. Paul and Cambridge support the continued use of RCV in their 

local elections. In 2014, 57% of respondents with an opinion in Berkeley, Oakland, San Francisco and San 

Leandro supported the continued use of RCV.  

Importantly, support for RCV was highest among younger, less educated, less affluent, Asian, and Latino 

respondents. These groups have typically participated in politics at lower levels than other groups. It 

appears that groups that have traditionally been poorly served by democratic institutions and marginalized 

by harsh criticism-laden winner-take-all politics 

appreciate the less negative, inclusive politics that 

corresponds with the use of RCV. It should be noted 

also that, in the 2014 survey of California cities, a 

majority of those with an opinion (54%) supported the 

adoption of RCV in cities that currently use winner-

take-all rules to elect their local officials (Table 5). 

Table 3: Satisfaction with the Conduct of Candidate Campaigns 
 Year Plurality 

Cities (%) 
RCV 

Cities (%) 
Difference 

Satisfied (very or fairly) 2013 43.8 52.3 +8.5 

 2014 45.7 50.0 +4.3 

Unsatisfied 2013 56.2 47.7 -8.5 

 2014 54.3 50.0 -4.3 

 

Table 4: Did a local candidate campaign contact you by 
phone, mail, in person or over the Internet? 

 
Plurality 
Cities (%) 

RCV 
Cities (%) Difference 

Yes 72.5 73 0.5 

  Yes, in person 29.7 33.2 3.5 

  Yes, not in person 42.8 39.8 -3 

No 25.9 26.1 0.2 

 

Table 5: Support the Use of RCV in Local 
Elections 

 

Year 
Plurality 
Cities (%) 

RCV 
Cities (%) Difference 

No 2013 50.7 38.2 - 12.5 

 2014 45.7 42.6 -3.1 

Yes 2013 49.3 61.8 + 12.5 

 2014 54.3 57.4 3.1 

 



 

 

Conclusion: RCV and Polarization 

American voters are getting more polarized. Efforts to encourage moderation in the citizenry are likely to 

be impractical. Instead, voting systems could be used to encourage changes to candidate behavior. Winner-

take-all voting, which sets elections up as zero sum “all or nothing” games in which every vote gained by 

one candidate is lost from another, incentivizes viewing elections as war, where a candidate needs to 

mobilize their ideologically committed base by inciting fervor and using inflammatory rhetoric. RCV does 

not carry with it the same inducements to extreme campaigning—instead, it incentivizes reaching out to 

other candidates’ supporters in the hopes of gaining some additional second or third choice votes (and at 

no cost to the other candidate).  

Indeed, in the two large independent surveys of almost 5,000 likely voters, we see distinct evidence that 

candidates campaign differently under RCV. In very diverse cities (Midwest and Eastern cities in 2013 and 

California cities in 2014), respondents consistently noticed less criticism and negativity from candidates in 

RCV cities than in plurality cities. Respondents were more satisfied with the conduct of candidates’ 

campaigns in RCV cities than in plurality cities. Respondents reported higher levels of in-person contact 

with candidates in RCV cities. If the high levels of support for RCV in the cities are anything to go by, 

voters—their increasing polarization notwithstanding—appear to prefer the new local politics created 

under RCV.  

This study of local elections clearly indicates the use of RCV could produce greater civility at higher levels. 

There are four potential ways we might build RCV into our national electoral process:  

 Adopt RCV in primary contests: Our nomination contests effectively determine the winners of most 
legislative elections because most districts are not competitive at the general election. Yet, when 
seats are open, primaries often draw more than two strong candidates. Having RCV in such 
contests would reward more moderate candidates and dial down divisive campaign tactics. 

 Adopting RCV in 2016 Republican presidential caucuses: At the caucuses, Iowa Democrats voting in-
person are already permitted to shift to a second choice if their first choice is not viable. 
Republicans, however, do not. In 2012, Iowa Republican caucus goers split their votes among five 
Republicans candidates who won between 10% and 25% of the vote each. RCV would help the party 
demonstrate consensus rather than expose division. Adopting RCV for caucuses in 2016 is 
logistically feasible—a simple party rule change is all that is required. 

 Adopt RCV in congressional and statewide elections: The great majority of federal and statewide 
elections are dominated by two major parties—and, in these elections, the value of RCV is mostly 
in its capacity to uphold majority rule. But sharply rising numbers of unaffiliated voters may be 
followed by greater numbers of votes for independents and third parties—and RCV is much better 
equipped to deal with multi-candidate races than is winner-take-all. Maine’s last three governors 
have won with less than 40%—it’s no accident that Mainers will vote on adopting RCV in a 2016 
ballot measure.  

 Modifying the Top-Two Primary: In California and Washington, the quickest way to change the way 
candidates campaign is to modify the current Top-Two Primary system. One of FairVote’s proposals 
would see four candidates, rather than two, advance to the general election, with RCV used in 
November to elect one of the four candidates. Under the Top-Four Primary, the majority of general 
election races would be meaningfully contested—with more than one candidate from the district’s 
majority party contesting most districts. While this change would take an amendment of the state 



 

 

constitution in California and Washington, a more modest proposal—adopting RCV for the 
primaries—would also be an impactful change and can be done by statute. 

The findings from the 2013-2014 study suggest that such changes would reduce the level of partisan rancor 

and polarization so prevalent today in American elections. 

 

Appendix 

Table A1: RCV Cities and Control Cities 
RCV cities Matched plurality cities 

2014 Survey 

Berkeley (n=114) Alameda* (n=101) 
San Francisco (n=151) San Jose* (n=203) 

San Leandro* (n=395)     Richmond* (n=349) 
Oakland * (n=685) Anaheim* (n=100) 

 Santa Clara* (n=147)  
 Santa Ana* (n=100) 

 Stockton (n=111) 

2013 Survey 
Cambridge, MA (n=202)   Lowell, MA (n=100) 

 Worcester, MA (n=100) 
Minneapolis, MN* (n=812)     Boston, MA* (n=268) 

 Seattle, WA* (n=270) 

 Tulsa, OK* (n=269) 
St. Paul, MN (n=203)      Cedar Rapids, IA (n=108) 

 Des Moines, IA (n=100) 
Notes:  *City had a competitive mayoral election      Number of respondents per jurisdiction in parentheses 

 

 
 

 


